6 Types of Kindness that Improve Any Relationship
Want to know how to make that special someone smile? Take a look at these tips.

Everyone wants to know the secret to
a good relationship. We read about
love languages, psychology, and
even dabble in horoscopes and
astrology in order to strengthen
our bonds with that special
someone.
The true key to a great relationship, though, is much
simpler. It's kindness.
When kindness outweighs negativity, happiness results.
This is true in any kind of relationship—that with bosses,
co-workers, friends, family, and strangers. But it is especially
true in romantic relationships, where people expect to feel
safe, and often allow themselves to be emotional vulnerable.
So to help you take you truly take care of your loved one, let’s
take a look at 8 types of kindness that will improve any
relationship.

Pay Attention

One of the most foundational aspects of kindness any
relationship involves simply paying attention.
When your wife or girlfriend tells you she had a bad day, yet
you turn back to the television rather than asking her to go on,
you’re not paying attention. When your husband or boyfriend
talks about his latest hobby, and your eyes glaze over as your
mind wanders away, you’re not paying attention.
They notice this. And it hurts.

Rather, take advantage of each opportunity to
connect with your loved one rather than turning
away. In a study by John Gottman, the
happiest couples picked up on cues for
attention, and gave it about 86 percent of the
time. Couples who would go on to divorce
only gave attention 33 percent of the time.
Choose to be kind by responding to
your
partner’s
need
for
attention. After all, everyone
wants to be validated and
noticed, especially by the
person most important to them.

Don't Sweat the Small
Stuff

Berating and criticizing a partner for
insignificant mistakes has become almost a
humorous cliché, but is, in fact, a major source of unkindness
within otherwise loving relationships.
What does this look like? It looks like constantly bringing up
how a spouse doesn’t load the dishwasher the way you’d like.
It’s about criticizing a loved one because their eyebrows aren’t
plucked. It’s about focusing on the negatives of a person
instead of the positives, and it tends to get worse as relationships go on and partners become more comfortable criticizing one another.
Like Elsa says, just let it go. You want to show your partner
how much they matter, and you can do this by focusing on
their positive attributes. Comment and acknowledge the

instead of the positives, and it tends to get worse as relationships go on and partners become more comfortable criticizing one another.
Like Elsa says, just let it go. You want to show your partner
how much they matter, and you can do this by focusing on
their positive attributes. Comment and acknowledge the
good they do—good begets good, after all.
This doesn’t mean avoiding conflict. If a partner’s words or
actions sincerely offend you, have a conversation. Resolve the
issue.
But conversation is different from constant criticism, which
only breeds defensiveness. Instead, let your default reaction
be love, and accept your partner for who they are. That is
where kindness lies.

they are deeply cared about.
Touch is especially important when tensions run high. As
we’ve learned, we must remember to be loving, even in the
midst of conflict, and few things can diffuse a person’s anger
like a loving touch. Researchers at the University of Miami
found that touch stimulates a cranial nerve that slows heart
rate and lowers blood pressure—it helps calm us.
But even in everyday life, take the opportunity to display
small kindnesses by holding your partner’s hand as you shop,
by sitting close or giving unexpected kisses. Above all, take
the time to learn what kinds of touch your partner loves best,
and do it.
The result of this type of kindness? Your partner will feel more
cared for.

Remain Kind in Conflict

Be Quick to Forgive

Your partner says something to you that makes you angry, or
maybe they forgot an important date, or purchased an

Grudges take little effort to hold. Our partner does
something that irks us, and rather than hold a conversation,

One of the most difficult kindnesses you can bestow is to be
kind during conflict.

Time

has a wonderful
way of showing us
what really matters.

DON’T LET
ANYBODY

YOU HAVE TO

SAY NO
TO A LOT OF

GOOD THINGS
IN ORDER TO BE ABLE TO

SAY YES
TO A LOT OF

GREAT THINGS

expensive item without telling you. Your heartbeat soars. Your
hands ball into fists. All you want to do is yell, or at the very
least, let him or her know exactly how idiotic they are.
Don’t do it. Although the impulse to lash out is a very human
one, be kind enough not to give in.
Think about your partner’s needs during a fight. Consider
what has them so upset. If you need to, take a moment to cool
off before continuing the conversation.
And that’s what conflict should be—a conversation. Not a
screaming match or a “fight”. And above all, your goal should
not be to win, but to reach an agreement.
Love your way through fights, and you’ll show a kindness that
few others do.

Reach Out and Touch

Many forget that touch is a nearly universal type of kindness.
A gentle touch on the shoulder during a hard time, a pat on
the back after a job well-done, or a loving embrace when your
partner comes home from work are powerful reminders that

Come now, George, you are
doing a great job. Don’t spoil it
by asking for a raise.

The one kindness that may be more difficult than loving your
way through a fight is forgiveness.

These are your red blood cells.
These are your white. These are
donuts... We have to talk.

let your

faith

BE BIGGER
than you fear.

STEAL YOUR

SHINE

we hold a grudge. Or even if that conversation occurs, we
don’t truly let it go.
The result is that we become passive-aggressive. We grow
distant. We begin to work against our loved one, rather than
for him or her. This is unkind.
But to forgive is to be kind. This doesn’t mean naively
forgetting or overlooking transgressions so that they happen
again and again. What it does mean is letting go of the idea of
vengeance. It means releasing your hold on your negative
emotions so that positivity can take their place once again. It
means being willing to reconcile because you choose to love
this person, and you choose them over your anger.
Give your loved one the best type of kindness of
all—forgiveness.

Be Responsible

There’s one kind of kindness many people don’t want to hear
about. Responsibility.

You always complain that I don’t
know how to show my emotions,
so I made these to help me.

There was a captain sailing on the sea during a battle. His
servant came up to him and the captain said, "bring me my
red shirt".
So, the servant did as the captain said.
After that the servant came up to the captain and asked,
“Why did you say bring me my red shirt?”
The captain said, "Well if I get shot they won't see the blood.”
The next day the servant came up to the captain and said,
"There are 50 ships on the horizon."
The captain said, "Bring me my brown pants."

Why Punctuation Is So Important.
Okay it’s lunchtime let’s go eat people
No I just love her period
He was bitten by a dog that really hurt him
I love cooking my family and my dog
I am unable to eat diarrhea

.................

A new pastor was visiting the homes of his parishioners. At
one house it seemed obvious that someone was at home,
but no answer came to his repeated knocks at the door.
Therefore, he took out a card and wrote "Revelation 3:20" on
the back of it and stuck it in the door.

Don’t wear black men
Hunters be careful hunting pedestrian crossing
Private property
No trespassing violators will be prosecuted

When the offering was processed the following Sunday, he
found that his card had been returned. Added to it was the
message, Genesis 3:10.

don’t give up on your
Dreams

Reaching for his Bible to check out the citation, he broke out
in laughter.
Revelation 3:20 begins "Behold, I stand at the door and
knock."
Genesis 3:10 reads, "I heard your voice in the garden and I
was afraid, for I was naked."
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The police were in the station doing their job when someone called 911, then hung up. The police went to that
location to see if there was a problem. It turns out that it
was a hotel where two drug dealers were staying in different rooms. One tried to call the other one in room 119, but
dialed 911 by mistake.

.................

Math teacher: “If I have 5 bottles in one hand and six in the
other hand, what do I have?”
Student:
“A drinking problem.”
.................
Wife: “Honey, what do you like most in me, my pretty face or
my sexy body?”
Husband, looking at her from head to toe: “I like your sense
of humour.”

I have decided to be

HAPPY

because it’s good for my

HEALTH.

OK, SO WHAT!!! So I shed
all over the sofa. It’s called
FURniture isn’t it?

keep sleeping.

Why do scuba divers fall backwards out of the boat?
Because if they fell forward they'd still be in the boat.

.................

What do you call an alligator in a vest? An investigator.

.................

What's red and bad for your teeth?
A brick..

.................

A couple was attending their first pre-natal class. So that the
husband could get an idea of what it felt like to be pregnant,
the instructor strapped a bag of sand to his stomach.
As he walked around with his new bulge, the husband said:
“This doesn’t feel too bad.”
Then the instructor deliberately dropped a pen and said to
the husband: “Now I want you to pick up that pen as if you
were pregnant.”
“You want me to do it the way my wife would?” confirmed the
husband.
“Exactly the same,” said the instructor.
The husband turned to his wife and said: “Honey, pick up
that pen for me.”

YOUR FAITH CAN MOVE
MOUNTAINS
AND YOUR DOUBT CAN
CREATE THEM

EVERYDAY HABITS THAT
DRAIN OUR ENERGY

SPORTS
Sleuth
Hockey
Race
Player
Stadium
Rugby
Tennis
Judo
Athletics
Swimming
Football
Fencing
Marathon
Volleyball
Champion
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A man is washing his car with his son when the boy goes
'Dad, can't we use a sponge?'
A Mexican magician says he will disappear on the count of 3.
He says "Uno, Dos..." Poof. He disappeared without a Tres.

Bella would be so pleased...
look - Tupperwear!

A man was just waking up from anesthesia after surgery, and
his wife was sitting by his side. His eyes fluttered open and
he said, “You're beautiful.” Then he fell asleep again.
His wife had never heard him say that before, so she stayed
by his side. A few minutes later his eyes fluttered open and
he said, “You're cute.”
The wife was disappointed because instead of 'beautiful,' it

Gravity has lowered my chest,
stomach and butt. Why hasn’t
It lowered my Cholesterol.

Taking things personally
Holding on to the past
Over-stressing
Sleeping in late
Fuelling drama
A poor diet
Complaining all the time
Over-thinking
Gossiping
Not living in the moment
Trying to please others
Always checking social media.

(When driving past a cemetery)
"Did you know that the people living in this town aren't
allowed to be buried here?"
"Why?"
"Because they're still alive."

Hah! that’s very funny, but seriously,
what price range did you have
in mind?

I could be a healty person if
you’d stop finding things
wrong with me!

was now 'cute.' She asked, “What happened to beautiful?”
The man replied, “The drugs are wearing off.”
Wife : “Do you want dinner?”
Husband: “Sure! What are my choices?'”
Wife: “Yes or no.”

Don’t ruin
a good TODAY
by thinking
about a bad
YESTERDAY.
Let it go.

Be careful
how you live;

you may be the only Bible
some people ever read.

Just because your path
is different,
does not mean you are
LOST.

Yes—responsibility is a kindness. Imagine a loved one who
picks up after themselves, who never overspends, who lets
you know when they’re going to be home late. Imagine a
partner who takes the time to know you well enough to not
buy that weird fruit that you’re allergic to, and who
remembers that you love yellow cake on your birthday.
You’d think that partner pretty kind, wouldn’t you?
Being responsible means many things, but among them, it
means you’re attend to your obligations, plan for the future,

and are willing to consider how your life—and your
partner’s—can be improved.
That doesn’t sound so bad, does it?
Responsibility also means avoiding the blame game. When
things go wrong, responsible people don’t point fingers.
They examine the situation and see how it can be resolved.
Show your partner kindness by being responsible, and your
relationship is sure to improve.

TOPLESS

CAR WASH

CRRRAAACCCK!
All the girls called in sick.

THE POWER OF SHOWING YOUR APPRECIATION
William James, well-known psychologist and philosopher, said, “The
deepest principle of human nature is a craving to be appreciated.” If
we are honest with ourselves, we all want and need to feel valued
for who we are and recognized for our contributions and
accomplishments. It’s important for us to know that we have made
a difference in someone’s life.
If a person takes the time to express their heart-felt appreciation for
something we have done, it boosts our spirit, passion, and purpose.
It builds our self-confidence, self-esteem and our entire self-image.
It gives us energy and motivation to work harder and do more.
Six benefits you can derive by showing your appreciation.
1. When you give people a sincere compliment, words of
encouragement or just a warm smile, you are making their world a
better place. You are making them feel appreciated and valuable.
2. When you express your approval or gratitude for something they
have done, you will not only enhance their lives, but you will enrich
yours as well. You will feel more fulfilled because you have done
something to make someone else’s life better.
3. One of the laws of the universe states that what you give you get
in return. It costs little or nothing and it almost always follows suit
that they will demonstrate their gratitude for what you do.
4. When you show an interest in others by noticing the good things
they’ve done, they will be drawn to you like a magnet. It will
accelerate the relationship building process and enhance their
overall impression of you.
5. It will increase your value to the market. When you show your
appreciation to others, their respect for you will grow and so will
your influence as a leader. In today’s world people have choices.

They absolutely prefer to work with people they like and trust and
who show an interest in them.
6. It’s a free form of currency. People will do more for
recognition than they will for money. If you are in a leadership
position, remember that people will work harder and do more if
they
know
they
will
be
recognized
for
their
accomplishments. Show them you care and they will be loyal to
you, even if better opportunities come their way.
Six Tips to Show Appreciation
1. Be genuine about your praise and don’t expect anything in
return for being nice.
2. Be very specific with your words and use the person’s name
whenever possible. This makes it more meaningful. For example,
“Bill, thanks for making us feel so welcome when we arrived at the
hotel. It was the perfect start to our vacation.”
3. Demonstrating eye contact and positive body language goes
hand in hand with the words you choose.
4. Think of special ways to show your gratitude. For example, buy
flowers or do something special for your spouse that you know he or
she would love. You don’t have to spend a lot of money for the
thank-you to have value.
5. Send a hand written thank you card or note of
appreciation. Most people don’t take the time to do this simple act.
6. If the praise or appreciation relates to a specific act or
circumstance, give it as soon after the event as possible to have the
most impact.
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